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CHAPTER THREE 
ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEWS 
COMMENT : OCTOBER 22., 1984. ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEW WITH WILLIAM 
ALFRED KEAS., AGE 84. 
MISS MCCLAY: WHEN WAS THE BENEDICK SCHOOL BUILT? 
ALFRED: A LONG TIME BEFORE I WAS BORN . 
Miss McCLAY: Do You KNOW WHEN? 
ALFRED: No. f DON'T HAVE NO IDEA. 
Miss MCCLAY: WAS THERE ANOTHER ONE BUILT? 
ALFRED: THE OLD SCHOOL GOT SO RICKETY THEY TORE IT DOWN AND BUILT A 
NE~/ ONE . 
Miss MCCLAY: AND WAS THAT WHILE YOU WERE GOING TO THE SCHOOL? 
ALFRED: THAT'S WHILE I WAS GOING TO SCHOOL. I SUPPOSE I COULD HAVE 
BEEN MAYBE IN THE FIFTH., SIXTH GRADE AT THAT TIME . 
MISS MCCLAY: How DID THE SCHOOL GET ITS NAME? 
ALFRED: UNCLE AL BENEDICK GIVE 'EM THE LAND RIGHT THERE TO BUILD THE 
SCHOOL ON . 
MISS MCCLAY: AND THAT'S WHY IT WAS NAMED THAT WAY? 
ALFRED: THAT WAS NAMED THE BENEDICK SCHOOL. 
Miss MCCLAY: AND YOU WERE RELATED TO THEM. 
ALFRED : ON MY WIFE'S SIDE . WELL., LET'S SEE. YEAH., THEY WAS ••• 
GRACE'S GRANDDAD AND UNCLE AL WERE BROTHERS. 
Miss McCLAY: WHERE DID THE STONE COME FROM THAT THEY MADE THE SCHOOL 
OF? 
ALFRED: THEY DIDN'T BUILD IT OUT OF STONE. IT WAS LUMBER. 
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MISS MCCLAY: How DID THEY GET IT TO THE SCHOOL SITE? 
ALFRED: THE PEOPLE HAULED IT OUT IN WAGONS1 TEAM AND WAGONS. 
Miss McCLAY: WHo BUILT THE SCHOOL? 
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ALFRED: I DON'T REMEMBER WHO THE CARPENTER WAS. I DON'T ANYMORE, BUT 
IT WAS THE DISTRICT THAT BUILT THE SCHOOL. 
MISS MCCLAY: AND WHAT SCHOOL DISTRICT WAS THAT? 
ALFRED: THE BENEDICK SCHOOL DISTRICT. 
Miss MCCLAY: How DJD THEY DECIDE WHERE TO BUILD IT? 
ALFRED: WELL, IT WAS PRETTY WELL IN THE CENTER OF THE DISTRICT. 
Miss MCCLAY: WHOSE LAND DID THEY PUT IT ON? 
ALFRED: UNCLE AL BENEDICK'S. HE LET 'EM HAVE ABOUT AN ACRE THERE TO 
PUT THE SCHOOL ON. 
Miss McCLAY: WHEN DID THE BENEDICK SCHOOL CLOSE? 
ALFRED: OH, I DON'T REMEMBER WHAT YEAR THAT WAS THAT THEM CLOSED, BUT 
YOUR MA WAS GOING TO SCHOOL OUT THERE. 
Miss McCLAY: OK. 
ALFRED: AND SHE WOULD PROBABLY KNOW WHAT YEAR SHE STARTED UP THERE. 
Miss McCLAY: WHY DID IT CLOSE? Do YOU KNow? 
ALFRED: WELL, THAT WAS, THEY WAS DOING THAT ALL OVER THE COUNTY, 
CLOSING SCHOOL DISTRICTS AND SENDING KIDS TO TOWN. 
Miss MCCLAY: WHEN YOU WERE IN SCHOOL, DID THEY USE THE SCHOOL FOR ANY 
COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES OR ANYTHING? 
ALFRED: No, THEY DIDN'T. 
MISS McCLAY: WHERE WERE THE BOUNDARIES OF THAT SCHOOL? 
ALFRED: WELL, IT WAS, THE BOUNDARY OF IT, NOW WHERE WE LIVED WAS 
WATKINS. WE WASN'T IN THAT DISTRICT THERE, BUT MY KIDS ALWAYS WENT 
THERE TO SCHOOL 'CAUSE IT WAS THE CLOSEST. AND YOU SEE, WHERE l WAS 
BORN WAS OVER THERE WHERE LOVIN'S ARE . WE WAS IN THAT SCHOOL DISTRICT 
THEN, AND l THINK THAT WAS1 UH, RIGHT IN THERE SOMEWHERE WAS THE LINE. 
MISS MCCLAY: How WAS THE SCHOOL FINANCED? 
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ALFRED: l SUPPOSE BY TAXES. l DON'T KNOW. 
MISS MCCLAY: Do YOU KNOW., UH.1 WAS IT REQUIRED THAT ALL THE CHILDREN 
GO TO SCHOOL WHEN YOU WERE YOUNG? 
ALFRED: YEAH.1 WHEN YOU WAS OLD ENOUGH TO GO. 
Miss MCCLAY: How MUCH DID IT COST FOR YOU TO GO TO SCHOOL? 
ALFRED: EVERY MORNING WALKING BACK AND FORTH. 
Miss McCLAY: IT DIDN'T COST ANYTHING ELSE? 
ALFRED: No. 
Miss McCLAY: No MONEY? 
ALFRED: No. No, IT DIDN'T COST us ANY MONEY TO SEND us THERE 'CAUSE 
WE WAS IN THE DISTRICT. 
Miss McCLAY: OK. 
ALFRED: !F YOU WAS OUT OF THE DISTRICT YOU WAS SUPPOSED TO PAY.1 BUT I 
NEVER HAD TO PAY FOR MY KIDS WHEN THEY WENT. WELL.1 WATKINS WENT TO 
SCHOOL THERE I TOO. OREN AND ULA. AND THEY WAS IN TH IS OTHER 
DISTRICT. THEY HAD THREE MILES TO GO TO THAT ONE AND THIS WAY THEY 
SAVED A MILE BY COMING TO THIS ONE. 
MISS MCCLAY: OK. WAS THERE A PRINCIPAL AT YOUR SCHOOL? 
ALFRED: NOTHING BUT THE SCHOOLMA 1 AMS. 
MISS MCCLAY: WAS THE SCHOOL FOR ALL THE CHILDREN THERE OR JUST THE 
LANDOWNERS AROUND? 
ALFRED: IT WAS FOR THE KIDS IN THAT DISTRICT TO COME TO SCHOOL. 
MISS McCLAY: How MANY TEACHERS TAUGHT IN THE SCHOOL? 
ALFRED: JUST ONE. 
Miss McCLAY: JusT ONE? 
ALFRED: THAT ONE HAD GRADES FROM THE FIRST TO THE EIGHTH. HELL.1 
THERE WAS ONE YEAR I WENT TO SCHOOL THERE AND THERE WAS TWENTY SOME OF 
US. TWENTY-SIX OR SEVEN ONE YEAR GOING TO SCHOOL THERE AND THERE WAS 
GRADES FROM THE FIRST GRADE TO THE EIGHTH. 
Miss McCLAY: DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR, DID YOU EVER CHANGE TEACHERS? 
DID ANY OF THE TEACHERS EVER QUIT OR DID THEY STAY THE WHOLE YEAR? 
ALFRED: Nor DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR THEY NEVER.1 THAT I CAN REMEMBER. 
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MISS McCLAY: WERE THE MAJORITY OF THE STUDENTS THAT WENT THERE, UH, A 
PARTICULAR NATIONALITY OR A PARTICULAR RELIGION? 
ALFRED: No. THEY WERE DIFFERENT RELIGIONS. 
MISS MCCLAY: Bur WERE THEY MOSTLY CAUCASIANS AND WHITES? 
ALFRED: THEY WAS ALL WHITE. THERE \'/AS NO COLORED PEOPLE IN THIS 
AREA. THERE WAS NO COLORED PEOPLE OUT IN HERE. 
MISS MCCLAY: Do YOU KNOW IF YOUR TEACHER HAD A DEGREE OF SOME TYPE? 
ALFRED: WELL, SHE GRADUATED OUT OF HIGH SCHOOL. THAT'S ALL I CAN 
TELL YOU. 
Miss MCCLAY: AND THAT'S ALL THEY NEEDED TO TEACH? 
ALFRED: THEY DID THEN. IN THE EARLY DAYS, THAT'S ALL THEY NEEDED. 
MISS MCCLAY: WHEN DID THE SCHOOL YEAR START FOR YOU AND THEN HOW LONG 




I I WELL HELL, IT STARTED WHEN I WAS OLD ENOUGH TO GO TO 
I DON'T KNOW. I SUPPOSE I WAS SIX YEARS OLD OR SEVEN WHEN I 
Miss McCLAY: HHAT ABOUT THE SCHOOL YEAR.1 LIKE WHAT MONTH DID IT 
START? 
ALFRED: IT USUALLY STARTED IN, UH ••• AT THAT TIME l THINK WE ONLY 
HAD SEVEN MONTHS OF SCHOOL. No. WE'D START IN SEPTEMBER AND IT WAS 
ALWAYS OUT IN APRIL. 
Miss McCLAY: WHY DID THEY GET our IN APRIL? 
ALFRED: WELL.1 THAT'S AS LONG AS A SCHOOL TERM AS THEY HAD THEM DAYS. 
Miss MCCLAY: How LONG WAS YOUR SCHOOL DAY USUALLY? HHAT TIME DID YOU 
GO IN THE MORNING? 
ALFRED: WELL, SCHOOL WOULD TAKE UP AT 9:00 AND LET OUT AT 4:00. WE 
HAD A FIFTEEN MINUTE RECESS EVERY MORNING AND IN THE AFTERNOON AND AN 
HOUR AT NOON. 
Miss MCCLAY: How OLD WERE YOU WHEN YOU STARTED GOING TO THE BENEDICK 
SCHOOL? 
ALFRED: I DON'T KNO\·I. REALLY SIX OR SEVEN.1 SIX YEARS OLD OR SEVEN ... 
I DON'T KNOW WHAT 1 WAS. 
MISS MCCLAY: AND THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN FIRST GRADE? 
ALFRED: THAT WAS THE FIRST GRADE. 
Mtss MCCLAY: How OLD WERE YOU WHEN YOU STOPPED ATTENDING SCHOOL? 
ALFRED : WELL., l WENT THROUGH THE EIGHTH GRADE. 
MISS MCCLAY: AND THEN YOU DIDN'T ATTEND ANY OTHER SCHOOL PAST THAT? 
ALFRED: No. NOPE., HAD TO STAY HOME AND WORK. 
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Miss MCCLAY: OK . WHAT TYPE OF HEATING DID YOU HAVE IN THE SCHOOL., 
GRANDDAD? 
ALFRED : THOSE OLD., COAL STOVE. BURNT COAL. 
MISS MCCLAY: AND COAL WAS THE FUEL FOR IT? 
ALFRED : YEAH. 
Miss McCLAY: WHO WAS IN CHARGE OF HEATING THAT STOVE UP AND 
ALFRED: THE TEACHER., EVERY MORNING. 
Mrss McCLAY: EvERY MORNING? 
ALFRED: SHE'D BANK THE FIRE EVERY NIGHT WHEN IT WAS COLD AND SHE WAS 
ALWAYS THERE TO GET THE FIRE GOING EVERY MORNING. 
MISS MCCLAY: WHAT TYPE OF LIGHTS WERE IN THE SCHOOL? 
ALFRED: COAL OIL LAMPS. 
Mrss McCLAY: WERE THERE ANY TOILET 'FACILITIES? 
ALFRED: YEP., THEY HAD TWO OUT BEHIND. ONE FOR THE BOYS AND ONE FOR 
THE GIRLS . 
Miss McCLAY: Two ourHousEs? 
ALFRED: Two OUTHOUSES. LITTLE SHANTIE S. 
Miss MCCLAY: WHAT KIND OF FURNITURE DID YOU HAVE INSIDE THE SCHOOL., 
LIKE DESKS OR CHAIRS OR••• 
ALFRED : WELL., JUST THE DESK WE SET ON AND SHE HAD A DESK AND THE 
TEACHER HAD A BIG DESK AND CHA IR. 
Mrss MCCLAY: D10 YOU HAVE SOMETHING IN FRONT OF YOU TO WRITE ON? 
ALFRED: OH., YEAH. You HAD A REGULAR SCHOOL DESK AND YOU'D KEEP YOUR 
BOOKS IN IT. 
Mrss McCLAY: OK. DID THEY HAVE ANY BLACKBOARDS UP ON THE •• • 
ALFRED: YEAH. AND BLACKBOARDS. 
Mrss McCLAY: OK. How DID THE SCHOOL GET ITS WATER? 
ALFRED: WE CARRIED IT. 
Miss MCCLAY: FROM A WELL OUTSIDE? 
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ALFRED: No. THE MAN, UNCLE AL BENEDICK THAT GIVE 1 EM THE SCHOOL TO 
PUT ON, HE LIVED ABOUT A HALF A QUARTER RIGHT DOWN WEST FROM WHERE THE 
SCHOOLHOUSE SET AND THAT'S WHERE WE 1 D CARRY OUR DRINKING WATER FROM. 
MISS MCCLAY: EVERY DAY DID YOU HAVE TO GO GET IT? 
ALFRED: PUTT IN I NEAR EVERY DAY. IF YOU DION IT DRINK MUCH, IT WAS 
EVERY OTHER DAY. 
MISS MCCLAY: WHO WAS IN CHARGE OF THE UPKEEP OF THE SCHOOL? 
ALFRED : THE SCHOOL BOARD. WHO ALL WAS ON • • • DAD WAS ON IT FOR A 
LONG TIME, BUT I DON'T KNOW WHO ALL ELSE WAS. 
Mrss McCLAY: DID THE SCHOOL HAVE MORE THAN ONE ROOM IN IT? 
ALFRED: NOPE. WELL, IT HAD A LITTLE ANTE-ROOM OUT IN THE FRONT WHERE 
YOU COME IN, WHERE YOU HUNG YOUR CLOTHES, AND THEN YOU'D GO INTO THE 
BIGGER, BIG ROOM LIKE THAT. 
MISS MCCLAY: WAS THERE ANY LIBRARY IN THE SCHOOL? 
ALFRED: No. 
MISS McCLAY: DID YOU EVER HAVE LIBRARY BOOKS OR READING BOOKS TO TAKE 
HOME? STORY BOOKS? 
ALFRED: No. NOTHING ONLY WHAT WE HAD TO STUDY FOR OUR LESSONS. 
Miss McCLAY: DID YOU HAVE REFERENCE MATERIALS, LIKE ENCYCLOPEDIAS OR 
DICTIONARJ ES? 
ALFRED: No. THEY MIGHT OF HAD A DICTIONARY THERE, BUT WE DIDN'T HAVE 
NO ENCYCLOPEDIAS. 
Miss McCLAY: ANY MAPS THAT HUNG ON THE WALL OR ANYTHING LIKE THAT? 
ALFRED: l DON 1 T REMEMBER IF THEY DID OR NOT. l DON'T REMEMBER THAT. 
Miss McCLAY: Do YOU REMEMBER IF THE TEACHER EVER HAD ANY BULLETIN 
BOARDS UP OR ANYTHING UP ON THE WALLS? JUST FOR SHOW, FOR YOU TO LOOK 
AT? 
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ALFRED: No. Nor THAT I REMEMBER 01: . 
Mrss MCCLAY: OK. IF SCHOOL WAS CANCELLEDJ GRANDDADJ FOR ANY REASONJ 
HOW WOULD YOU BE NOTIFIED? 
ALFRED: WELLJ THERE WAS THE FIRST OLD SCHOOL BUILDING THAT SET THERE 
WHEN I FIRST STARTEDJ IT GOT PRE1TY RICKETY. WHEN THE WIND WOULD 
BLOWJ IT WOULD JUST PUTTIN' NEAR ROCK YOU TO SLEEP MOVIN' BACK AND 
FORTH. AND THEY FINALLY TORE IT DOWN AND BUILT A NEW SCHOOL. 
Miss MCCLAY: AND so ONCE THEY HAD THE NEW SCHOOL, DID THEY EVER CALL 
OFF SCHOOL FOR LIKE COLD WEATHER OR ANYTHING LIKE THAT? 
ALFRED: NOPE. Nor UNLESS SNOW WAS so DEEP YOU COULDN'T GET THERE. 
Mrss McCLAY: I SEE. DID IT EVER GI.T ••• 
ALFRED: HELLJ l WALKED TO SCHOOL WHEN SNOW WAS HALF AS HIGH AS THAT 
DOOR. 
MISS MCCLAY: DID YOU EVER Ml SS SCH\lOL BECAUSE OF WEATHER? 
ALFRED: ONCE IN A WHILE I DID, IF IT WAS BAD. 
Mrss MCCLAY: UM, HOW FAR DID YOU LIVE FROM THE SCHOOL? 
ALFRED: ABOUT A MILE AND THREE QUA~TERS. 
Miss MCCLAY: AND HOW DID YOU GET 11ACK AND FORTH EVERY DAY? 
ALFRED: WALK. 
MISS MCCLAY: Do YOU REMEMBER WHAT ~UBJECTS YOU LEARNED WHILE YOU WERE 
IN SCHOOL? WHAT THE TEACHER TAUGHT] 
ALFRED: WELL, SHE JUST TAUGHT OU1 OF THE BOOKS FROM THE FIRST GRADE 
TO THE EIGHTH. 
Mrss MCCLAY: Oro YOU LEARN LIKE ARITHMETIC AND READING? 
ALFRED: YEAH. WRITINGJ SPELLING, GEOGRAPHY. 
Miss McCLAY: DID You EVER HAVE Music? 
ALFRED: NOBODY COULD PLAY ANYTHING. 
Miss McCLAY: DID You no ANY ART PR0JEcrs? 
ALFRED: No. 
Miss McCLAY: WAS THERE ANY Em11PMENT, UH, IN THE SCHOOL LIKE 
TYPEWRITERS OR 
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ALFRED: No. THEY DIDN'T KNOW WHAT THEY WAS THEM DAYS. 
Miss MCCLAY: OK. AFTER PASSING THE EIGHTH GRADE, THEN WHAT DID YOU 
DO? 
GRACE: Qur T SCHOOL. 
ALFRED: I WENT TO WORK. 
MISS MCCLAY: AND YOU WERE STILL LIVING AT YOUR HOME THEN, RIGHT? 
ALFRED: PART OF THE TIME l'D BE, GET A JOB OUT AND WORK ALL WINTER. 
Miss MCCLAY: DID YOU EVER HAVE ANY GRADE CARDS THAT YOU'D TAKE HOME 
WHEN YOU WERE IN SCHOOL? 
ALFRED: GRADE CARDS? 
MISS MCCLAY: To TAKE HOME AND SHOW YOUR PARENTS WHAT YOUR GRADES 
WERE? 
ALFRED: OH, YEAH. WE HAD A REPORT CARD EVERY MONTH. 
GRACE: YEAH. THEY WAS REPORT CARDS THEN. 
ALFRED: THEY WAS REPORT CARDS. 
Miss MCCLAY : UH, WHAT TYPE OF GRADUATION EXERCISES OR TEST WERE GIVEN 
WHEN YOU COMPLETED THE EIGHTH GRADE? 
ALFRED: WELL, l HAD TO GO AND TAKE, WHAT WAS IT AT THAT TIME, YOU HAD 
TO GO TO SOME DIFFERENT SCHOOL FOR EXAMS. 
GRACE: YEAH. You WENT TO TOWN SCHOOL, DIDN'T WE? 
ALFRED: No. HELL, I WENT TO THE OLD WALTER GREEN SCHOOLHOUSE. 
GRACE : 0H, YES. l THINK YOU DID HAVE 1 EM OVER THERE. 
ALFRED: OVER THERE. 
Miss McCLAY: Do YOU REMEMBER WHAT YOUR TEACHER WORE TO SCHOOL? 
ALFRED: WORE DRESSES. 
MISS MCCLAY: WHAT KIND OF DRESS DID THE STUDENTS WEAR? 
ALFRED: OH, JUST ANY KIND. 
GRACE: ANYTHING THEY HAD. 
ALFRED: JUST SO IT WAS A DRESS, THE GIRLS . 
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MISS MCCLAY: GIRLS HAD TO WEAR A DRESS OR DID THEY JUST WEAR A DRESS? 
ALFRED: WELL, THEY WORE DRESSES THEM DAYS. 
Miss McCLAY: AND WHAT DID You WEAR? 
ALFRED: OVERALLS. 
Miss McCLAY: UH, WHERE DID YOU GET YOUR CLOTHES, GRANDDAD? 
ALFRED: WHERE DID I GET MY CLOTHES? 
MISS MCCLAY: YEAH. 
ALFRED: WELL, THEY BOUGHT MINE UP HERE., THEY'D BUY 'EM HERE IN TOWN, 
WHAT l HAD. 
MISS MCCLAY: OK. UM., DID YOU EVER GET EXCUSED EARLY FROM SCHOOL TO 
HELP WITH YOUR FARM CHORES? 
ALFRED: No. l USED TO HAVE TO GO HOME AND RUN THE STOCK., STILL AFTER 
I GOT HOME THOUGH. 
MISS MCCLAY: WHAT ABOUT DURING A HARVEST TIME OR IF YOUR FATHER WOULD 
HAVE BEEN SICK? 
ALFRED: No, WE DIDN'T HAVE NO SCHOOL IN HARVEST. SCHOOL WAS OUT IN 
APRIL EVERY YEAR THEM DAYS. IT'D START THERE IN SEPTEMBER AND IT 
WOULD BE OUT IN APRIL. I DON'T KNOW., IT WAS SIX., SEVEN MONTHS WAS 
ABOUT ALL WE WENT. SEPTEMBER, OCTOBER., NOVEMBER, DECEMBER., JANUARY, 
MARCH. SEVEN MONTHS, l THINK, WAS ABOUT THE LONGEST TERMS THEY HAD IN 
THEM DAYS. 
MISS MCCLAY: WHAT KIND OF SCHOOL SUPPLIES DID YOU TAKE TO SCHOOL WHEN 
YOU WENT TO SCHOOL? 
ALFRED: WHAT WHAT? 
MISS McCLAY: WHAT KIND OF SCHOOL SUPPLIES? 
ALFRED: WELL HELL, ALL YOU TOOK WAS YOUR OWN BOOKS AND PAPERS. 
MISS MCCLAY: DID YOU TAKE PAPER AND PENCIL? 
ALFRED: PAPER AND PENCIL AND OUR BOOKS. 
Miss MCCLAY: DID YOU EVER HAVE CRAYONS OR ANYTHING LIKE THAT? 
ALFRED: I NEVER DID. 
MISS MCCLAY: DID YOU EVER GET A RECESS AT SCHOOL? 
ALFRED: YEP. EVERY DAYJ MORNING AND AFTERNOON. 
Miss McCLAY: WHAT DID YOU USUALLY DO DURING RECESS? 
ALFRED: WELLJ WE'D GO OUT AND PLAY OVER THE SCHOOL YARD. 
MISS MCCLAY: DID YOU BRING YOUR LUNCH AND WHAT DID YOU BRING IT IN? 
ALFRED: SOMETIMES A GALLON BUCKET. 
Miss MCCLAY : WHAT KINDS OF THINGS WOULD YOU BRING FOR LUNCH? 
ALFRED: BREAD AND BUTTER AND SUGAR SANDWICHES . 
Mrss McCLAY: WAs THAT ALL? 
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ALFRED: 0HJ ONCE IN A WHILE A PIECE OF PIEJ MAYBE A PIECE OF CAKE OR 
SOMETHING LIKE THAT. 
MISS MCCLAY: GRANDDAD} HOW BIG WERE THE FAMILIES OF THE STUDENTS THAT 
ATTENDED THERE? DID THEY ALL COME FROM LARGE FAMILIES OR SMALL 
FAM I LI ES? 
ALFRED: 0HJ THEY WAS JUST MEDIUM FAMILIES . 
Mrss McCLAY : AND HOW MANY DOES THAT MEANJ MEDIUM? 
ALFRED: OHJ I DON'T KNOW. Now THATJ NEAR AS I CAN REMEMBER} THE 
WEAVERLINGS, LET 1 S SEEJ THEY HADJ AT ONE TIMEJ WHEN THEY WAS ALL OUTJ 
LET'S SEEJ THEY HAD VIRG AND EARL AND ARCH AND WILLARD AND IRV. THEN 
BOYD AND I THINK TWO GIRLS. THAT WAS ABOUT THE LARGEST. 
Miss McCLAY: SIX KIDS? OK. 
ALFRED: I AIN'T SURE WHETHER THE GIRLS COMEJ WHETHER THEY WAS OLD 
ENOUGH TO COME TO SCHOOL YET WHEN VIRG AND EARL GRADUATED OR NOT. l'M 
NOT SURE ABOUT THAT, BUT I KNOWJ THEN THEY HAD TWO OTHER BOYS THAT WAS 
LATER IN YEARSJ COME. ONE OF THEM} I THINK HE COME 'BOUT THE LAST 
YEAR THAT I WAS IN SCHOOL. 
Miss McCLAY: I KNOW THAT YOU WEREN'T IN SCHOOL WHEN THE DEPRESSION 
WAS GOING ON, 
ALFRED: No. 
Mrss McCLAY: BuTJ AS A PARENTJ DID YOU NOTICE ANY CHANGES IN THE 
SCHOOL OR EDUCATION OF YOUR KIDS? 
ALFRED: No. I DON'T KNOW THAT I DID. 
Mrss McCLAY: Oro YOU EVER TAKE HOME ANY HOMEWORK FROM SCHOOL? 
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ALFRED: HARDLY EVER. 
MISS MCCLAY: WHAT WAS THE ROUTINE OF YOUR SCHOOL DAY? WHEN YOU WENT 
TO SCHOOL., THEN 11HAT DID YOU DO? 
ALFRED: AT SCHOOL OR HOME? 
Mrss McCLAY: AT scHooL. 
ALFRED: WELL., WE WAS SUPPOSED TO STUDY OUR LESSONS . 
MISS MCCLAY: Do YOU REMEMBER WHAT YOU STUDIED FIRST OR WHAT YOU DID 
FIRST? 
ALFRED: 0H, DON'T REMEMBER WHAT THE FIRST CLASS WAS WE DID HAVE IN 
THE MORNING. 
MISS MCCLAY: DID YOU EVER HAVE TO DO A PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE OR 
ANYTHING? 
ALFRED: No. 
Mrss MCCLAY: D10 YOU EVER PRAY IN SCHOOL? 
ALFRED: No. WE WAS ALL TO DARNED ORNERY. 
Miss MCCLAY: WHAT KINDS OF REWARDS DID YOU GET AfiY.1 FROM EITHER THE 
TEACHER OR YOUR PARENTS FOR GETTING GOOD GaADES7 DID YOU GET REWA~DED 
OR ••• 
ALFRED: ~OPE. J JUST KNEW I WAS SUPPOSED TO GET 'EM. 
Miss MCCLAY: WHAT Kr rm OF TR I CKS DID YOU 0.--1 SOi·lE OF YOUR CLASSi~ATES 
EVER PULL ON YOUR TEACHER? 
ALFRED: [ NEVER PULLED ANY., MYSE LF. 
Mrss McCLAY: WERE You EVER INVOLVED 1~ ANY? 
ALFRED: No. I Kr:m-: SOME THAT WAS. 
Miss McCLAY: TELL ME ABOUT 'EM. 
ALFRED: SOME OF THE OLDER BOYS. 
Mrss McCLAY: WHAT DrD THEY Do? 
ALFRED: THEY LAID A HANDFUL OF COCKLEBURS UNDER THE SCHOOLMA' AM'S 
CUSHION ON THE CHAIR THAT SHE SAT IN. 
Mrss McCLAY: AND THEN WHAT HAPPENED? 
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ALFRED: SHE DROPPED DOWN A LITTLE TOO HARD ON IT AND THEY WENT CLEAR 
THROUGH THE CUSHION. 
Miss McCLAY: AND WHAT DID SHE Do? 
ALFRED : SHE MADE ALL THE BOYS STAY IN 1 TIL THEY'D TELL HER WHO IT 
WAS. NOBODY TOLD HER (LAUGHING). 
MISS MCCLAY: WHAT DID SHE DO TO EVERYBODY? 
ALFRED: NOTHING. JUST KEPT US IN AFTER SCHOOL . 
MISS MCCLAY: AND YOU DIDN'T HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH IT? 
ALFRED: I DIDN'T HAVE A THING TO DO WITH THAT. 
Mrss McCLAY: OK. WELL., WHEN You WERE BAD AT scHooL., I KNOW You 
WEREN'T VERY OFTEN.1 BUT WHEN YOU WERE.1 WHAT WERE THE PUNISHMENTS THAT 
YOU WERE GIVEN? WHAT DID SHE DO TO YOU IF YOU WERE BAD? 
ALFRED: WELL.1 SET ON THE FLOOR WITH MY FEET UP AGAINST THE WALL. THE 
WHOLE CLASS DID ONE MORNING TO GET THEIR LESSON DONE IN MATH. 
Miss McCLAY: THE WHOLE CLASS DID IT? 
ALFRED: YEAH. SHE HAD.1 TH.ERE WAS A STAGE THERE.1 AND WE SET ON THAT 
STAGE WITH OUR FEET RIGHT UP AGIN THAT WALL. 
MISS MCCLAY : DID IT GET PRETTY UNCOMFORTABLE? 
ALFRED: WELL.1 IT WASN'T VERY GOOD SETTIN' . 
MISS Mc(LAY: (LAUGHING) WELL.1 DID YOU EVER HAVE ANYTHING ELSE THAT 
YOU GOT IN TROUBLE FOR? 
ALFRED: No. Nor THAT I CAN REMEMBER . I DON'T KNOW WHAT THEM TWO 
KIDS WAS DOING THAT MORNING. I WAS STUDYING MY LESSON AND PRETTY SOON 
I LOOKED UP AND HERE.1 OLD SARAH BERRY WAS TEACHING. SHE HAD A STRAP 
ABOUT THAT LONG. I SEEN HER COMING DOWN THE AISLE. 
MISS MCCLAY : WHAT HAPPENED? 
ALFRED: I DON'T REMEMBER WHICH ONE OF 1 EM SET IN FRONT OF ME.1 WHETHER 
IT WAS HARRY ADAMS OR HENRY SHUPE . SHE PULLED HIM OUT OF HIS SEAT ANO 
USED THE STRAP ON HIM AND I THOUGHT.1 WELL.1 GODDAMN MY TURNS NEXT.1 I 
GUESS. I DIDN'T DO NOTHING. Bur SHE WENT BY AND GOT THE ONE BEHIND 
ME AND PULLED HIM OUT AND USED IT ON HlM. 
Miss MCCLAY: Do YOU KNOW WHY THEY GOT THE STRAP? 
ALFRED: NEVER DID KNOW WHY THEY DONE IT.1 WHAT THEY WAS DOING. THEY 
WERE DOlNG SOMETHING. 
Miss McCLAY: Do YOU THINK THEY EVER TRIED IT AGAIN? 
AFLRED: NoJ THEY NEVER. 
MISS Mc(LAY: (LAUGHING) WOULD YOU SAY THAT YOU WERE • •• 
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ALFRED: SHE HAD A BOY THAT WE NT TO SCHOOL THERE. I DON I T KNOW 
WHETHER HE WENT A WHOLE TERM OR NOT. MY GODJ EVERYBODY PICKED ON HIM. 
Miss McCLAY : WAS THAT THEIR WAY TO GET BACK AT THE TEACHER? 
ALFRED : I SUPPOSE. I DON'T KNOW WHAT ELSE IT WAS. 
MISS MCCLAY: Do YOU THINK YOU COULD BE CALLED A TROUBLEMAKER WHEN YOU 
WERE IN SCHOOL OR WERE YOU A PRETTY GOOD • •• 
ALFRED : No. I NEVER CAUSED ANY TROUBLE. I KNEW BETTER. 
MISS McCLA Y : WHAT WOULD HAVE HAPPE NED TO YOU AT HOME IF YOU WOULD 
HAVE CAUSED TROUBLE? 
ALFRED: GoT MY PANTS FANNED. 
MISS MCCLAY: OH. WHERE DID YOUR TEACHER LIVE? 
ALFRED : WELLJ ONE OF 1 EM, FLORIE STARBUCK LIVED JUST A HALF A MILE 
NORTH WHEN SHE TAUGHT. 
Miss MCCLAY: AND HOW MANY YEARS DID YOU HAVE FLORA STARBUCK AS A 
TEACHER? 
ALFRED: ABOUT THREE YEARS. 
Miss McCLAY: AND WHERE DID YOUR OTHER ONES LIVE? 
ALFRED: WELL, NOW, MABLE HERSHBERGERJ WHEN I STARTED TO SCHOOL SHE 
WAS STILL GOING. I DON'T KNOWJ SHE WAS IN ABOUT HER SEVENTHJ EIGHTH 
GRADE AND SHE WENT THROUGH HIGH SCHOOL AND BEFORE J WAS OUT OF SCHOOLJ 
SHE TAUGHT ONE YEAR . 
Miss McCLAY: OH, MY! UHJ DO YOU KNOW HOW MUCH THE TEACHERS GOT PAID 
THENJ GRANDDAD? 
ALFRED: SOME OF 'EM. THIRTY-FIVE ANO FORTY DOLLARS A MONTH. 
Miss MCCLAY: WERE YOUR TEACHERS STRICT? 
ALFRED: KIND'A so . 
Miss McCLAY: WHAT FUN THINGS DID YOU EVER DO IN SCHOOL? DID YOU HAVE 
SPELLING BEES OR • •• 
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ALFRED: 0HJ YEAH. WE'D HAVE SOME SPELLING BEES ONCE IN A WHILE. 
ABOUT ONCE A MONTH, SOMETIMES TWICE. 
Miss McCLAY: WAS THAT ABOUT THE ONLY FUN THING THAT YOU HAD AT 
SCHOOL? 
ALFRED: WELLJ MAYBE SHE MIGHT GIVE US SOMETHING IN ARITHMETIC, YOU 
KNOW, THAT WE'D GO TO THE BOARD AND SHE'D GIVE US A DIVISION PROBLEM, 
YOU KNOW, SOMETHING LIKE THAT, SEE WHO COULD GET IT DONE FIRST. 
MISS· McCLAY: WHEN YOU HAD HOLIDAYS, DID YOU HAVE PARTIES OR DID YOU 
HAVE SPECIAL DAYS FOR THOSE? 
ALFRED: No. 
Mrss MCCLAY: DID YOU EVER GIVE LIKE A CHRISTMAS PROGRAM FOR YOUR 
PARENTS? 
ALFRED: WELL, WEJ I DON'T REMEMBER WHETHER THEY HAD, THEY MIGHT 1 A HAD 
A CHRISTMAS PROGRAM OR TWO. 
Miss McCLAY: How MUCH TIME DID YOU EVER GET OFF FOR VACATIONS OR 
HOLIDAYS? 
ALFRED: NEVER GOT ANY. 
Miss McCLAY: DID YOU JUST GET LIKE ONE DAY FOR CHRISTMAS? 
ALFRED : OH., YEAH. WE WAS OFF, WE'D GET A WEEK l TH INK FOR CHRISTMAS 
TILL AFTER NEW YEARS. 
MISS MCCLAY: OK. WHAT DID YOU DO, GRANDDAD .. IF YOU WERE AT SCHOOL 
AND THERE WAS LIKE A DUST BOWL OR TORNADO? 
ALFRED: WELL., WE NEVER HAD ANY OF THEM THINGS THAT I CAN REMEMBER . 
Mrss McCLAY: You DIDN'T? 
ALFRED : WE HAD SOME STRONG WINDS IF WE WASN'T HAVING ANY DUST BOWLS. 
THERE WAS NO TORNADOES ANYTIME. 
Miss McCLAY: WHAT ABOUT A BLIZZARD? 
ALFRED: WELL, WE HAD SEVERAL OF THEM IN THE WINTERTIME. 
MISS MCCLAY: DID THEY EVER LET SCHOOL our? 
ALFRED: ONCE IN A WHILE, IF THEY'D GET TO PRETTY BAD WHY THE PARENTS 
WOULD COME GET THE KIDS AND TAKE 1 EM HOME. 
Mr ss McCLAY: WAS THERE EVER ANY SCARLET FEVER OR OTHER SERIOUS 
SICKNESSES THAT YOUR FRIENDS Go- OR THAT YOU DID GET? 
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ALFRED: Nor THAT I REMEMBER. 
Mrss MCCLAY: GRANDDADJ WHAT WAS THE SOURCE FOR THE NEWS THAT YOU HAD 
AT YOUR HOUSE OR AT SCHOOL? D10 YOU HAVE TV? NoJ OF COURSE NOT. Oro 
YOU HAVE RADIO? 
ALFRED: No . Nor IN THEM DAYS WE DIDN'T. 
Miss McCLAY: D10 you GET NEWSPAPERS? 
ALFRED: JUST PAPERSJ READ THE PAPERS WAS ALL. 
Miss McCLAY: UHJ WELL I KNOW THAT YOUR LIFE IS A GREAT SUCCESSJ THE 
WAY IT HAS HAPPENEDJ BUT IS THERE ANYTHING THAT YOU COULD HAVE CHANGED 
ABOUT YOUR LIFEJ THAT YOU WOULD HAVE CHANGED IF YOU COULD HAVE? 
ALFRED: WELLJ I DON'T KNOW WHAT IT WOULD BE UNLESS I STAYED SINGLE 
ALL MY LIFE. AND IF l'D DONE THATJ YOU WOULDN'T BE HERE. 
MISS McCLAY: (LAUGHING) THAT'S RIGHT. THAT'S RIGHT. You GAVE ME A 
PICTURE OF FLORA STARBUCK. WAS SHE YOUR FAVORITE TEACHER? 
ALFRED: SHE WAS ONE OF THE BEST TEACHERS J EVER HAD. 
Miss McCLAY: AND WHY WAS SHE so Gooo? 
ALFRED: 0HJ l DON 1 TJ SHE WENT TO SCHOOL THERE. THAT'S WHERE SHE WENT 
ALL HER LIFE TO GRADE SCHOOL . RIGHT THERE . 
Miss McCLAY : ABOUT HOW OLD WAS SHE WHEN SHE WAS TEACHING? 
ALFRED: 0HJ SHE MIGHT 1 VE BEEN UP IN HER LATER TWENTIES OR AROUND THAT 
OR THIRTY. 
Mrss McCLAY: WAS THERE ANYTHING THAT YOU REALLY LIKED ABOUT HER? 
ALFRED: SHE WAS A GOOD TEACHER. 
Miss MCCLAY: Dro YOU EVER HAVE SCHOOL DANCES ••• 
ALFRED: WHEN SHE TOLD YOU TO DO SOMETHINGJ YOU'D BETTER DO IT. 
Mrss MCCLAY: OHJ REALLY. DID YOU EVER HAVE ANY SCHOOL DANCES? 
ALFRED: NOPE. WE DIDN'T KNOW WHAT DANCES WAS THEM DAYS. 
Mi ss MCCLAY: GRANDDADJ WHEN WERE YOU BORN? 
ALFRED: 1900. 
Miss MCCLAY : Do YOU KNOW THE DATE? 
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ALFRED: THE SECOND DAY OF NOVEMBER? 
MISS McCLAY: How MANY BROTHERS AND SISTERS DID YOU HAVE? 
ALFRED: WELL.1 I HAD TWO HALF-BROTHERS AND ONE BROTHER AND l HAD.1 UH.1 
TWO SISTERS AND ONE HALF-SISTER. 
MISS McCLAY: So YOU WERE FROM A LARGE FAMILY? 
ALFRED: THERE WAS.1 UH ••• 
GRACE: HE WAS MARRIED BEFORE. 
ALFRED: YEAH.1 AND THERE WAS l THINK.1 l DON 1 T REMEMBER .1 J THINK THERE 
\'JAS ONE.1 ONE OR TWO THAT DIED IN THAT.1 AND l THINK THERE WAS TWO THAT 
WAS JUST A LITTLE OLDER. ONE OF I EM WAS YOUNGER THAN l WAS.1 MAYBE 
BOTH OF 1 EM.1 J WON 1 T SAY FOR SURE. 
MISS MCCLAY: DID YOU ••• 
ALFRED: THE TOMBSTONES IS OUT THERE. I 1 D HAVE TO LOOK ON THAT TO 
MAKE SURE. 
MISS McCLAY: AND WHICH CEMETERY ARE THEY IN? 
ALFRED: THEY'RE IN THE TWIN MOUNDS CEMETERY. 
MISS MCCLAY: DID YOU HAVE ANY ACCIDENTS WHEN YOU WERE GROWING UP? 
ALFRED: WELL.1 J GUESS I MUST HAVE. 
Miss McCLAY: You DID? LIKE WHAT? 
ALFRED: CLOSEST CALL I THINK I EVER HAD WAS WHEN THE BARN WAS STRUCK 
BY LIGHTNING. 
Miss McCLAY: AND WHAT HAPPENED? 
ALFRED: WELL.1 I WAS ••• IN AUGUST .1 J WAS.1 IT WAS A WHILE BEFORE MY 
FOURTEENTH BIRTHDAY. J WAS STILL THIRTEEN. DAD WAS BUILDING A BIG 
GRANARY THERE AND 1 WAS WORKING IN THE FIELD WITH MY BROTHER AND IT 
COME UP A STORM AND RUN US IN. AND HE BEAT ME TO THE BARN.1 AND WE HAD 
A BIG BARN WE COULD DRIVE A FOUR-HORSE TEAM RIGHT IN.1 AND HE GOT IN 
JUST AHEAD OF ME AND JUST AS I GOT IN.1 I WALKED AROUND THE SIDE OF ONE 
OF THE HORSES TO TIE UP THE LINE.1 WHEN THE BARN WAS STRUCK BY 
LIGHTNING AND THE HORSE THAT I WAS STANDING BY JUST RUBBED ME ON THE 
BELLY AS SHE WENT DOWN. KNOCKED HER FLATTER 1 N A PANCAKE . 
Mrss McCLAY: Oro IT HURT you? 
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ALFRED: No. WE ALLJ THE TWO CARPENTERS AND fLMERJ MY OLDEST BROTHERJ 
WASJ WE WAS ALL THAT WAS IN THE BARN. HE HAO A FOUR-HORSE TEAM AHEAD 
OF ME AND WE RUN OUTSIDE OF THE BARNJ AND MOTHER HOLLERED THAT THE 
ROOF WAS ON FI RE. So WE WENT BACK UP J I AND ELMER AND ONE OF THE 
CARPENTERS AND HARLEYJ HE'D COME IN THE MEANTIME. WE ALL WENT IN THE 
HAYMOW AND THERE WAS PLACES WHEREJ THERE WAS TRASH AROUND THAT WAS SET 
AFIRE AND WE WAS TRAMPING THEM OUT. AND J WAS STANDING IN A BUNCH OF 
BAILING WIRE THAT WE HAD WADDED UP THEREJ TRAMPING OUT SOME FIREJ WHEN 
THE BARN HIT IT THE SECOND LICK. HIT IT TWICE . ANO IT TOOK A PAIR OF 
PLIERS TO CUT THE WI RE LOOSE FROM AROUND MY LEGS BEFORE I COULD GET 
OUT. 
MISS MCCLAY: IT MELTED THE BARBED WIRE AROUND YOUR LEGS? 
ALFRED: MELTED THE BARBED 'ER BAILING WIRE RIGHT AROUND MY LEGS. 
MISS MCCLAY: WHAT ABOUT EVERYBODY ELSE? 
ALFRED: THE CARPENTERJ ONE OF THE CARPENTERSJ HE WASN'T THREE FOOT 
FROM ME AND IT KILLED HIM. WE WAS BOTH STANDING UNDER THE SAME RAFTER 
WHERE THAT CAME DOWN. Bur HIS HEAOJ HIS HEAD WAS PRACTICALLY UP AGIN 
THE RAFTER AND IT KILLED HIM. 
MISS MCCLAY: THAT WAS PRETTYJ THAT'S A PRETTY SERIOUS ACCIDENT. CAN 
YOU THINK OF ANYTHING ELSE THAT HAPPENED LIKE THAT? 
ALFRED: No . NoTH INGJ NOTHING LIKE THAT MUCH. 
MISS MCCLAY: GRANDDAOJ WHEN YOU GOT OUT OF SCHOOL ANDJ UHJ WERE 
FARMING AND STUFFJ THEN WHAT DID YOU oo? WHEN DID YOU GET MARRIED? 
ALFRED: 1922. 
MISS MCCLAY: AND WHO DID YOU MARRY? 
ALFRED : THIS WOMAN THAT I 'VE LIVED WITH OVER HERE. 
Miss MCCLAY: You WERE MARRIED IN 1922. Do YOU REMEMBER THE DATE? 
ALFRED: AUGUST THE TWENTY-THIRD. 
Miss MCCLAY: AND HOW DID YOU MEET YOUR WIFE? 
ALFRED: SHE COME TO ME ONE NIGHT AT AN OLD SQUARE DANCE ON THE FARM 
AND WANTED TO DANCE WITH ME. 
GRACE: OHJ DAD. 
FEEDING YOU A LINE. 
Now Is THAT TRUE? 
THAT WASN 1 T TRUE. 
(LAUGHTER) I BET HE'S JUST 
DON'T KNOW. 
Miss MCCLAY: WHERE DID YOU MEET GRANDMA? REALLY. 
ALFRED: AT SOME OF THEM OLD SQUAREJ BARN DANCES THEY USED TO HAVE. 
GRACE: YEAH. THAT'S WHERE IT WAS. 
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ALFRED: WE USED TO HAVE THEM IN THE BARN OUT THERE WHERE WE LIVED. 
MISS MCCLAY: AND HOW LONG DID YOU KNOW HER BEFORE YOU ASKED HER TO 
MARRY YOU? 
ALFRED : Too DURNEDJ NOT LONG ENOUGH. SHE TOOK ME UP. 
MISS MCCLAY: WHAT WAS HER NAME? 
ALFRED: WESTHUSIN . 
Mrss MCCLAY: AND WHAT ABOUT HER FIRST NAME? 
ALFRED: GRACE. 
MISS MCCLAY: AND WHAT DO YOU CALL HER? 
ALFRED: SPEED. (LAUGHTER) 
Miss McCLAY: UM 
GRACE: (LAUGHING) I THINK YOU'RE GETTIN 1 MORE THAN YOU NEEDED. 
ALFRED: I PROBABLY KNEW HER THREE YEARS BEFORE WE WAS EVER MARRIED. 
Miss MCCLAY : WHERE DID YOU GET MARRIED AT? 
ALFRED: IN THE COURTHOUSE AT STOCKTON. 
Mrss MCCLAY: WAS ANYBODY ELSE THERE WITH YOU WHEN YOU GOT MARRIED? 
ALFRED : No. WELLJ THERE WAS TWO MEN SETTIN 1 IN THERE THAT DAY. 
DIDN'T KNOW WHO EITHER ONE OF 'EM WAS. 
Miss MCCLAY: WHAT DID YOUR PARENTS THINK OF YOU GETTING MARRIED? 
ALFRED: WELLJ ALL I HAD LEFT THEN WAS MY MOTHER. THEY DIDN'T SAY 
ANYTHING ABOUT IT. 
MISS MCCLAY: GRANDMA) WHAT ABOUT YOU? 
GRACE: THEY DIDN'T SAY ANYTHING THAT I CAN REMEMBER . 
ALFRED: WHAT WAS IT? I CAN'T TH INK NOW JUST HOW YOUR DAD WORDED 
THAT. IF YOU BURN A BLISTER) YOU GOT TO SET ON IT. 
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GRACE: YEAH . HE SAID WHEN 1 ASKED HIM ABOUT GETTIN' MARRIED, WASN'T 
IT DAD? AND HE SAID " IF YOU BURN A BL ISTER, YOU GOT TO SET ON IT." 
ALFRED: SHE TOLD ME AFTERWARDS SHE BURNT A BIG ONE. 
GRACE: (LAUGHING) l DIDN'T EVER TELL YOU THAT. 
MISS McCLAY: How MANY KIDS DID YOU AND GRANDMA HAVE? 
ALFRED: Six . 
GRACE : YEAH. GENE'S DEAD. THE REST OF 1 EMS ALL LIVING. 
Miss McCLAY: How DID HE DIE? 
GRACE: PNEUMONI A, DIDN 1 T HE, BILL? 
ALFRED : YEAH. HE HAD WHOOP ING COUGH, GOT PNEUMONIA. 
Mrss McCLAY : AND WHERE WERE YOUR KIDS BORN? 
ALFRED: AT HOME . 
GRACE: YEAH . ALL MY KIDS WAS BORN AT HOME. 
MISS McCLAY : Oro A DOCTOR EVER COME OUT WHEN THEY WERE BE ING 
DELIVERED? 
ALFRED: YES. WE HAD A DOCTOR EVERY TIME. 
GRACE : EVERY TIME . 
Mi ss MCCLAY: How MANY YEARS HAVE YOU BEEN MARRIED? 
ALFRED: fIVE . (LAUGHTER) 
GRACE: DAD ! You'll MAKE STUFF so THEY WON'T KNOW. 
ALFRED : SIXTY-TWO YEARS. 
